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 Anxiety and depressive symptoms were investigated using the Edinburgh 
Postpartum Depression Scale (EPDS) in a convenience sample of 371 mothers who were 
referred to a maternal mentoring program for mothers with, or at risk for, postpartum 
depression. Social support is considered a protective factor for postpartum mothers at risk 
for depression but there is less research about the connection between postpartum anxiety 
and social support.    
 A factor analysis of the EPDS provided evidence of a two-factor correlated model 
with a three-item anxiety subscale and six-item depression subscale. Comparisons, using 
chi-square tests, were done of risk factors, associated with postpartum depression and 
anxiety to determine if the three-item anxiety subscale could be used to identify mothers 
at risk for PPD and anxiety.  The risk factors assessed were history of mental health 
problems, pregnancy health problems and education level. MANOVA and MANCOVA 
procedures were conducted to determine if levels of family social support were different 
based on the mother’s classification as above or below cutoffs when using the three-item 
cutoff versus the cutoffs for ten-item, nine-item or six-item EPDS scales.  
 Using the six-item cutoff resulted in better construct validity than the three-item, 
nine-item or the 10-item scale. Mothers identified as above the cutoff for the six-item 
scale were more likely to have a history of postpartum depression and depression in 
pregnancy than mothers below the cutoff. The cutoffs for the six-item depression scale 
demonstrated statistically significant differences in family social support. Pairwise 
comparisons showed that mothers with high anxiety and low depression reported greater 
levels of family social support and spouse support in comparison to mothers with both 
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high anxiety and high depression. In this sample, the three-item anxiety subscale was not 
a better predictor of risk factors associated with postpartum depression and anxiety. A 
nine-item two-factor scale was an improvement over the original 10-item and three-item 
scales.  
 Further refinement of the EPDS subscale of anxiety and refinement of the family 
social support scale would help to answer existing questions.  Further research related to 
the correlates of anxiety would be beneficial in order to demonstrate construct validity of 
the anxiety portion of the EPDS.  The constructs related to anxiety such as excessive 
reassurance-seeking and perception of control during childbirth may be promising lines 
of research. The family social support scale needs refinement in multiple areas. The 
subscales of family support, social groups, and professional support have low Cronbach’s 
alphas .609, .602, and .632 respectively. Improvement of the internal consistency of the 
scale will help with the validity of the scale. This will help with the predictive validity as 
well. Support from different family members, spouse/partner versus own parents, may 
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 The Edinburgh Postpartum Depression Screening (EPDS) is a commonly used 
screening for pregnant and postpartum women (Siu et al., 2016). The use of the EPDS 
and other screenings has increased the identification of mothers with postpartum 
depression (PPD), but less attention has been dedicated to screening for the presence of 
anxiety symptoms (Brockington, MacDonald & Wainscott, 2006; Dennis, Brown, Falah-
Hassani, Marini & Vigod, 2017; Matthey, Barnet, Howie, & Kavanagh, 2003). The 
purpose of a screening tool is to identify a disease or condition that may be present in a 
person without their knowledge and to take steps to ameliorate or prevent the condition 
from worsening (Dennis, 2003). Identifying anxiety in the postpartum period may help 
new mothers obtain services and treatments that improve clinical outcomes. 
 Research suggests that anxiety disorders are common among mothers in the 
postnatal period with and without depressive symptoms (Brockington, et al., 2006; 
Dennis et al. 2017; Falah-Hassani, Shiri, & Dennis, 2016; Matthey, et al., 2003; 
Schofield, Battle, Howard, & Ortiz-Hernandez, 2014). Postpartum depression (PPD) is a 
mood disorder, equivalent to a major depressive episode, with onset four weeks to six 
months after childbirth (Jones & Cantwell, 2010). To meet the diagnostic criteria of PPD 
symptoms of sadness, anxiety and exhaustion must be present for two weeks and interfere 
with activities of daily functioning (Robertson et al., 2004). Postpartum anxiety can 
consist of constant worry, racing thoughts, sleep and appetite disturbances, and physical 
symptoms of dizziness, hot flashes and nausea (Ross, Evans, Sellers & Romach, 2003). 
 Successful treatments for depression, anxiety and comorbid anxiety and 
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depression are different among the non-pregnant population (Zimmerman, McDermut, & 
Mattia, 2000). For instance, some medications work better for people with depression but 
may make people with anxiety feel worse (Papakostas, Trivedi, Alpert, Seifert, Krishen, 
Goodale, & Tucker, 2008). The treatment needs among the postpartum population are 
likely to be different as well depending on the presence or absence of anxiety.   
 Miller, Pallant and Negri (2006) suggested that symptoms of anxiety might be 
overlooked in the EPDS scale if depression is not present. The EPDS was designed to be 
a one-factor scale with a cutoff of ≥ 13 (Cox, Holden & Sagovsky, 1987). Subsequent 
research has identified a two-factor scale with depression and anxiety subscales in the 
EPDS (Bina & Harrington, 2016; Kabir, Sheeder & Kelly, 2008; Matthey, 2008; Phillips, 
Charles, Sharpe, & Matthey, 2009). Other researchers identified a three-factor scale of 
anxiety, depression and anhedonia, a reduction of interest in pleasurable activities or less 
ability experience pleasure (Chiu, Sheffield, Hsu, Goldstein, Curtin & Wright, 2017; 
Tuohy & McVey, 2008).  
 In the current study principal component analysis and confirmatory factor analysis 
were conducted to investigate the factor structure of the EPDS. It was hypothesized that a 
two-factor model of anxiety and depression would be a better fit than a one-factor 10-
item model.  This allowed the researcher to compare four groups of mothers based on 
their symptoms of anxiety and depression using the EPDS as a two-factor scale with a 
cutoff for anxiety and a cut off for depression. After these groups were made, risk factors 
were compared to see if mothers with high anxiety based on the three-item anxiety scale 
had more risk factors related to anxiety and depression than mothers who were above and 
below the cutoff for depression and anxiety when using the traditional one factor 10-item 
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scale, a nine-item scale, and a six-item depression scale. The risk factors investigated 
were history of a mental health diagnosis, history of physical health problems related to 
pregnancy and delivery, education level of the mother and family social support. In the 
prevention research field a risk factor is a variable that increases the probability of a 
negative outcome (Durlak, 1998). Social support is an outcome of interest because it is 
associated with positive health behaviors in many fields of research (Taylor, 2010). It is 
also of interest because it is considered a variable that is more amenable to change 
(Durlak, 1998). 
Justification for and Significance of the Study 
 Maternal postpartum depression and anxiety, at a minimum, decreases a mother’s 
ability to function and enjoy the birth of her new child (Robertson et al., 2004). Maternal 
distress including depression and anxiety not only impacts the mother, it also increases 
the likelihood of development difficulties in school age children (Kingston & Tough, 
2014). Maternal depression and anxiety may affect the stress response in mothers which 
impacts maternal infant relationship factors and infant outcomes of crying, stress in novel 
situations, social responsiveness and physiological responses (Britton 2011; Goodman, 
Watson & Stubbs 2016). Additionally, women who have an episode of postpartum 
depression have a 25% risk of recurrence with subsequent births (Wisner, Perel, Peindl, 
Hanusa, Findling, & Rapport, 2001). There is less research about the risk of recurrent 
anxiety in the postpartum period but history of an anxiety disorder and anxiety in 
pregnancy is associated with postpartum anxiety and depression (Martini et al., 2015; 
Reck, 2008; Reck, Noe, Gerstenlauer & Stehle, 2012). Heron et al. (2004) suggested that 
anxiety might occur before depression in mothers and may be predictive of depression.  
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 It is believed that depression and anxiety are comorbid among the general 
population (Zimmerman, et al., 2000), but there is a need to understand how these 
conditions present in the postpartum period (Tuohy & McVey, 2008). Review studies of 
postpartum anxiety and depression in women have found that these health problems 
affect 7% to 15% of women (Goodman, et al., 2016; Ko, Farr, Dietz & Robbins, 2012; 
Robertson et al., 2004). Prevalence of past year depression in a nationally representative 
sample of non-pregnant women (N = 8,657) in the U.S. ages 18 - 44 years was 11% (Ko, 
et al., 2012). Rates of one or more anxiety disorders occurring during postpartum were 
estimated to be 8.5% from a review of 46 studies (Goodman, et al. 2016).  
  In the following chapter the literature of postpartum depression, anxiety and 
social support will be reviewed. Definitions will be given for variables in the current 
study. Previous factor analyses of the EPDS and varying cutoff points will be discussed. 
Previous factor analyses of the Family Social Support Scale will be reviewed. Finally, 
particular attention will be paid to risk factors related to depression, anxiety and 





Review of the Literature 
Definition of Postpartum Depression  
 Postpartum depression (PPD) is equivalent to a major depressive episode, but 
onset occurs between four weeks to six months after childbirth (Robertson et al., 2004). 
To meet the diagnostic criteria, PPD must be continuously present for at least two weeks 
and interfere with activities of daily functioning. Mothers with PPD typically report 
feeling guilt, agitation, and mood fluctuations, along with difficulty in adjusting to their 
new parenting role. Sleep deprivation and weight gain or weight loss can be symptoms of 
depression in the non-pregnant population but are common during the postpartum year. 
PPD lasts about three to six months on average (Robertson et al., 2004). Rates of suicide 
ideation and suicidality are lower among postpartum women than the general population 
of women (Lindahl, Pearson & Colpe, 2005). Specific populations of mothers have 
higher rates of suicidality such as mothers with a previous psychiatric diagnosis, and teen 
mothers (Lindahl et al., 2005).  
 Postpartum depression can be distinguished from both the “baby blues,” which 
occurs in 50 - 85% of the population, and postpartum psychosis, which occurs in 1-2% of 
the population (Robertson, 2004). The “baby blues” is considered a transient and normal 
process of childbirth occurring within the first 10 days postpartum and can last for as 
little as two or three hours or up to two weeks. Symptoms include mood lability, 
irritability, crying and difficulties with sleep and appetite. Postnatal blues are mild and do 
not require treatment other than reassurance.  Postpartum psychosis is also categorized 
separately from PPD. It is more severe and less common. Symptoms are rapid 
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fluctuations in mood from elation to depression, disorganized behavior, delusions, 
hallucinations, and suicidal ideation.  Clinical onset is rapid. Symptoms are sometimes 
present within 48 to 72 hours after birth, but can occur within four weeks of delivery.  It 
can last for a few months and hospitalization is normally required for recovery (Sit, 
Rothschild, & Wisner, 2006).  
Definition of Postpartum Anxiety 
 Anxiety is highly comorbid with depression and is sometimes viewed as a 
symptom of depression (Himmelhoch, Levine & Gershon, 2001). Symptoms of 
postpartum anxiety (PPA) are constant worry, racing thoughts, sleep and appetite 
disturbances, and physical symptoms of dizziness, hot flashes and nausea (Ross et al., 
2003).   
Predictors of Postpartum Depression  
 Researchers have used meta-analyses of large-scale studies to investigate risk 
factors for PPD (Beck, 2001; Chojenta, Lucke, Forder & Loxton, 2016; Robertson et al., 
2004). The most consistent predictors of PPD were prenatal depression and anxiety, 
history of depression, stressful life events, low levels of social support, and quality of 
marital relationships, (Beck, 2001; Chojenta et al., 2016; Robertson et al, 2004). 
Robertson et al. (2004) conducted a meta-analysis using 10,000 participants and found 
that the following factors have no relationship with PPD: maternal age (not including 
mothers under 18), level of education, number of births, and length of relationship with 
partner. Individual studies have provided some evidence in conflict with the meta-
analyses.  Predictors of PPD were: employment (Gjerdingen et al., 2014); low maternal 
education, type of delivery,  (Martini et al., 2015); child sleep problems, maternal sleep 
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problems (Clout & Brown, 2015); quality of marital relationships (McVey & Touhy, 
2007); and man/made or sexual trauma (Martini et al. 2015). 
Predictors of Postpartum Anxiety  
 Studies of risk factors for PPA are less common (Falah-Hassani et al., 2016). In 
studies that investigated predictors of anxiety disorders, the following risk factors were 
identified: prior pregnancy loss, or multiple losses (Giannandrea, Cerulli, Anson, & 
Chaudron, 2103), women with more children compared to first time mothers, trait anxiety 
during the third trimester (Grant et al., 2012), maternal age less than 25, 10th grade 
education or less, anxiety disorder or depressive disorder during pregnancy, lack of social 
support during pregnancy, and partnership satisfaction during pregnancy (Martini et al., 
2015). Stress during pregnancy, smoking, difficult childbirth and premature childbirth 
(less than or equal to 27 weeks gestation), were also identified as risk factors for 
postpartum anxiety (Farr, Dietz, O’Hara, Burley & Ko, 2014; & Giakoumaki, Vasilaki, 
Lili, Skouroliakou & Liosis, 2009).  
Predictors of the Comorbidity of Postpartum Anxiety and Depression.  
 Fewer studies have investigated the comorbidity of postpartum anxiety and 
depression during the postpartum period. A longitudinal study (N = 8,323) suggested that 
anxiety and depression were highly related in each of the four assessments conducted 
(two pre-natal and two postnatal) by researchers Heron, O’Connor, Evans, Golding and 
Glover (2004). The EPDS was used to measure depression and the Crown Crisp 
experiential index was used to evaluate anxiety. The correlations for anxiety and 
depression were high at all time points, ranging from r = .74 at 18 weeks gestation to r = 
.77 at eight months postnatal (Heron, et al., 2004). After controlling for depression at 18 
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and 32 weeks, prenatal anxiety was associated with a greater than three times increase in 
postnatal depression (Heron et al., 2004). Predictors of comorbid PPD and PPA were: 
self-esteem, partner satisfaction, (Martini et al., 2015), and maternal self-confidence 
(Reck et al. 2012). 
Physical Health predictors of PPD and PPA 
 High risk pregnancies are associated with anxiety and depression (Adouard et al. 
2005; Denis, Michaux, & Callahan, 2012;). Adouard  et al., (2005) identified the 
following high risk indicators preterm labor, hypertension, gestational diabetes, 
polyhydraminos, Rh incompatibility, and foetal growth retardation. Indicators of high 
risk pregnancies in Denis et al. (2012) were: miscarriage, abortion, fertility treatment, 
ectopic pregnancy.  
Definition of Social Support 
 Social support is seen as a key feature of family functioning. Social support is the 
perception that you are loved, valued, appreciated, and part of a social network of mutual 
assistance and obligations (Cohen & Wills, 1985). An individual’s community is a source 
for exchange of resources and supports (Dunst, Trivette, & Hamby1994). Cohen and 
Wills theorize that large social networks provide persons with positive experiences and a 
set of stable socially rewarding roles in the community (1985). Social support consists of 
tangible assistance, emotional support, informational support, and social companionship. 
Tangible or instrumental support is the provision of financial aid, material resources or 
needed services (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Emotional support, or esteem support, consists 
of communicating that a person is valued for their worth and experiences (Cohen & 
Wills, 1985). Social companionship is spending time with others for affiliation (Cohen & 
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Wills, 1985). Esteem and informational support are thought to be helpful for many 
stressful events. Instrumental and companionship support are linked to specific needs 
such as a need for a service, material good or loss of companionship. Informational 
support, advice or appraisal support, helps the recipient define, understand and cope with 
problematic events (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Informational support may be one of the key 
benefits of social support programs in navigating health care systems and encouraging 
health seeking behaviors (Dunkel-Schetter, Sagrestano, Feldman, & Killingsworth, 
1996).    
Social Support and Depression  
 Social support has been consistently associated with postpartum depression PPD: 
(Gjerdingen et al., 2014; Leahy-Warren, McCarthy & Corcoran 2011; Martini et al., 
2015; McVey & Tuohy, 2007; Reid & Taylor, 2015; Surkan, Peterson, Hughes & 
Gottlieb, 2006). Mothers who report high levels of social support report low levels of 
PPD. McVey and Tuohy (2007) found that high levels of depressive symptoms were 
associated with reduced quality of marital relationships, high support availability, and 
low support satisfaction. Symptoms of anhedonia were associated with marital support 
but not support availability or support satisfaction. 
 Types of social support were related differently with PPD.  Spouse/partner 
support was consistently associated with PPD, friend and family support was 
significantly related in some studies and professional support was only significantly 
related in one study. Reid and Taylor (2015) examined social support, stress and PPD 
using path analysis. Results showed that high social support was associated with lower 
levels of PPD for all family types (single, single and cohabitating, and married). Specific 
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sources were more important depending on the family type. For example, spousal support 
had more influence on married or cohabitating women. Partner support and friend and 
family support had equal influence on single women. Hopkins and Campbell (2008) 
found that partner support was significantly lower for mothers with depression at four 
different time points compared to mothers without depression. The same mothers rated 
the support from their friends, parents, in-laws, and extended family and there were only 
significant differences between the depressed and non-depressed mothers at one time 
point, six months.  These results indicate that depressed mothers did not view all of their 
social support from a negative perspective, which would indicate a cognitive bias 
common to people with depression (Hollon, Lumry & Kendall, 1986). Leahy-Warren et 
al (2011) found that family support and friend support were associated with depression 
symptoms but not professional support. In contrast, social support from non-partner 
sources was associated with lower maternal depressive symptoms in research by 
Gjerdingen et al. (2014). Support from a perinatal community health worker was found to 
be associated with lower PPD levels but only among mothers who indicated a positive 
therapeutic relationship with their health worker (Mundorf, 2018). Finally, Surkan et al. 
(2006) found that both the quality of social support and the number of people in one’s 
social network were inversely associated with depression. Quality of social support was 
measured with items about types of social support, emotional, informational, positive 
interaction, tangible, and affection (Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991). 
Social Support and Anxiety 
 Social support and anxiety have been studied together (Furtado, Van Lieshout, 
Van Ameringen, Green, & Frey, 2019; Martini et al., 2015; Mercer and Ferketich, 1998; 
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Unique risk factors for PPA were: low maternal age, premenstrual syndrome, and child 
health problems (Martini et al., 2015). Consistent risk factors were low maternal 
education (Britton 2008; and Martini et al., 2015). High levels of self-reported depressive 
symptoms and compulsive symptoms during third trimester or pregnancy were associated 
with anxiety worsening in the postpartum period (Furtado et al., 2019). Asselmann 
Wittchen, Erler, and Martini (2016) assessed social support, anxiety, depression and 
comorbid anxiety and depression at three time points (22-24 weeks gestation, 4 months 
postpartum, and 16 months postpartum). Perceived social support and network size for 
practical and emotional support decreased from pregnancy to the postpartum assessments 
(Asselmann et al., 2016). Network size additionally decreased from four to 16 months 
postpartum.  Women with comorbid anxiety and depression had lower levels of perceived 
support compared to all other groups. Their social support declined more than women 
without anxiety or depression.  
Factor Analyses of EPDS 
 Kabir et al. (2008) used the three-item anxiety subscale of the EPDS as a quick 
screener to identify mothers with anxiety only, depression only, and with both depression 
and anxiety. Kabir et al. (2008) used ≥ 3 as the cutoff for the three-item scale with a 
range from zero to nine. The cutoff for the 7-item depression was ≥ 7 with a range of 0-
21. When using the EPDS three-item anxiety subscale, Kabir et al. (2008) identified 16% 
more mothers with probable depression in comparison to using the EPDS total score. 
Matthey (2008), using the EPDS anxiety subscale, identified 7.6% (18) of mothers who 
met the criterion for generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), panic disorder, or obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD). Of the 18 women, 12 did not meet the criteria for a 
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depressive disorder (Matthey, 2008). Further evidence of an anxiety subscale in the 
EPDS was provided by a study of postpartum women with unsettled infants (Phillips et 
al., 2009). The anxiety subscale detected the presence of an anxiety disorder with a 
sensitivity of 63%, specificity of 70%, positive predicted value of 45% and negative 
predictive value of 81% (Phillips et al., 2009)  
 The three items from the EPDS related to anxiety: “I have blamed my self 
unnecessarily when things have gone wrong”, “I have been anxious and worried for no 
good reason”, and “I have felt scared or panicky for no good reason,” have consistently 
grouped together in previous factor analyses (Adouard, et al., 2005; Brouwers, van Baar 
& Pop, 2001; Guedeney & Fermanian, 1998; Grigoriadas et al., 2011; Jomeen & Martin, 
2005; Kabir et al., 2008; Matthey, 2008; Moran, Polanin, & Wenzel, 2014; Phillips et al., 
2009; Ross et al., 2003; Swalm, Brooks, Doherty, Nathan, & Jacques (2010).; Tuohy & 
McVey, 2008).  
 The studies mentioned above did not identify the same factor structures in the 
EPDS and there were a variety of cutoff points. Two of these studies identified a three-
factor solution (Ross et al., 2003; Tuohy & McVey 2008).  Six of these studies identified 
two-factor solutions (Adouard et al., 2005; Brouwers et al., 2001; Grigoriadas et al., 
2011; Guedeney & Fermanian, 1998; Jomeen & Martin, 2005; Phillips et al., 2009; 
Swalm et al., 2010).  The different factor analysis results may be attributed to small 
sample size, sample makeup and variable timing of administration. 
 The following studies identified the anxiety subscale and gave a cutoff score and 
Cronbach’s alpha for the scales used. Kabir et al., (2008) used the three-item anxiety 
scale (cutoff of ≥ 3) with a Cronbach’s α of .78 and the10-item scale with a Cronbach’s α 
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of .89.  Three studies used the three-item anxiety scale with a cutoff of ≥ 4. (Grigoriadas 
et al., (2011) used the three-item scale (cutoff ≥ 4) and the seven-items scale (cutoff ≥ 7). 
Phillips et al., (2009) used the three-item scale (cutoff ≥ 4) with Cronbach’s α of .77 and 
the seven-item subscale was α =. 83, the ten-item Cronbach’s α was .87. Swalm et al., 
(2010) used the three-item scale (cutoff ≥ 4) with a Cronbach’s α of .74 and the 10-item 
scale with a Cronbach’s α of .85.  Two studies used the three-item anxiety scale with a 
cutoff ≥ 6. Moran et al. (2104) used the 3-item anxiety scale (cutoff ≥ 6) with a 
Cronbach’s α of .74 and the 10-item scale with a Cronbach’s α of .84. Matthey et al., 
(2003) used the three-item scale (cutoff ≥ 6) and the ten-item scale with Cronbach’s α of 
.857. Ross et al., (2003) used the EPDS measurement at the end of the third trimester, at 
six weeks postpartum, and at 16 weeks postpartum.  The mean of the EPDS at the end of 
the third trimester was 5.52 (SD = 4.59), at six weeks postpartum it was 5.43 (SD = 4.59) 
and 4.97 (SD = 4.97). Anxiety was highest at the end of the third trimester. The 
proportion of the EPDS composed of the three-item anxiety scale was .47, .38 and .43 at 
each time point respectively (Ross et al., 2003).  
Theoretical Framework of the Family Support Scale 
 The Family Support Scale (FSS) was developed as an 18-item questionnaire with 
five factors to measure a parent’s perception of help from different sources of support 
when caring for young children (Dunst, Jenkins & Trivette, 1994). The FSS measure was 
originally developed for use with parents of children with disabilities based on 
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model (Dunst et al., 1994). The ecological model is 
conceived of as concentric levels embedded within one another.  The center level of the 
model is the individual and the microsystem is the next level.  Dunst et al. (1994) 
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operationalized the FSS to examine sources of support that typically constitute a parent’s 
microsystem such as: formal and informal kinship members, neighborhoods, churches, 
social organizations, professional helpers, social groups, human service professionals and 
agencies.  
 In the original Dunst et al. (1994) study a principal component analysis was done 
with varimax rotation of the FSS in a sample of 224 mothers and fathers of children with 
disabilities. They identified five factors which accounted for 55% of the variance: (1) 
Informal kinship α  = .62 with the items: friends, spouse’s friends, own children, other 
parents, and church members; (2) Spousal/partner support α  = .69 with the items: 
spouse, spouse’s parents, and spouse’s relatives/kin; (3) Social organizations α  = .6 with 
the items: social groups, parent groups, school/daycare, and co-workers; (4) Formal 
kinship α  = .74 with the items: own relatives, and own parents; (5) Professional services 
α  = .56 with the items: Early Intervention programs, professional helpers, family/child’s 
physician, and professional agencies. The support sources were rated using a scale of NA 
(not available), 1 (not at all helpful), 2 (sometimes helpful), 3 (generally helpful), 4 (very 
helpful), and 5 (extremely helpful). They did not indicate how they scored items marked 
not available. They reported that all 224 parents had scores that ranged from one to five, 
meaning that none of the parents chose “not available.” The mean score was 48.24 with a 
range of 24 – 77. The Cronbach’s alpha for the total score was .79.  
 Other researchers have used the FSS to measure perceptions of family support in 
a variety of family types (i.e., families in a Head Start program, and relatives who 
become foster parents) but they have identified different subscales (Hanley, Tasse, Aman, 
& Pace, 1998; Kondrat, Swanke, Littlewood, & Strozier, 2014).   
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 Hanley et al. (1998) conducted a PCA with a varimax rotation in a sample of 
families who had a child enrolled in Head Start. They used the measure as a 5-point scale 
starting with 0 (not at all helpful) and ending with 4  (extremely helpful) as opposed to 
Dunst et al., 1994.  They indicated that parents could choose “NA = not available” but do 
not indicate how these choices were scored. Hanley et al. (1998) found that their sample 
fit a five-factor structure of 17 items and accounted for 61% of the variance with a 
Cronbach’s alpha of .85 for the total scale. Twelve of the 18 items fell in the same factor 
groupings as the Dunst et al. factor analysis (Hanley et al., 1998). The factors were: (1) 
community α = .74 with the items: parent groups, social groups, church and professional 
agencies; (2) spouse and in-laws α = .78 with the items: spouse’s parents, spouse, and 
spouse’s relatives; (3) friends α = .73 with the items: friends, spouse’s friends, co-
workers, and other parents, (4) specialized/professional α = .60 with the items: 
family/child’s physician, early intervention program, school daycare, and professional 
help; (5) own parents and extended family α = .65 with two items: parents, and 
relatives/kin. They did not provide the mean score of the total items or the means for each 
item.  
 Kondrat et al. (2014) tested a CFA based on an exploratory factor analysis done 
by Littlewood et al. (2013). Both of the samples were 255 foster parents who were caring 
for the child of a relative. They identified a four-factor model and a hierarchical model as 
the best fit. They scored the items on a scale of 1 (not at all helpful) to 5 (extremely 
helpful) and included NA (not available). It was not indicated how they utilized the “NA” 
responses. The Cronbach’s alpha for the total scale was .78 and the four-factor solution 
explained 50.4% of the total variance. The four subscales were: (1) Spouse/Partner 
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support α = .77 with the items: spouse’s relatives, spouse’s parents, spouse or partner and 
spouse’s friends; (2) Familial support α = .68 with the items: my parents, my relatives, 
my friends, my own children and co-workers; (3) Formal Support α = .66 with the items: 
family/child’s physician, Early Intervention program, school/daycare, professional 
helpers, and professional agencies; and (4) Informal Support α = .66 with the items: other 
parents, social clubs/groups, church members.  Eleven items fell in the same factor 
groupings as the Dunst et al. (1994) factor analysis.  
Rationale for Study 
 The purpose of this study is to determine if different mothers identified with 
depression only, anxiety only and comorbid depression and anxiety, using the EDPS, do 
risk factors in these groups vary and therefore would the treatment vary. Anxiety and 
depression have many overlapping symptoms (e.g. easily fatigued, sleep disturbances, 
irritability, agitation or feeling “keyed up,” and difficulty concentrating) (DSM-V). 
Anxiety specific symptoms are excessive worry that is difficult to control and muscle 
tension. Depression specific symptoms are depressed mood (feeling sad, empty or 
hopeless), loss of interest or pleasure in daily activities, feeling worthless or having 
excessive guilt, and recurrent thoughts of death or suicide ideation (DSM-V).  
 Lack of social support is a risk factor that is amenable to change in comparison to 
history of depression or anxiety. Family support programs are designed to strengthen 
individual and family functioning by helping families to better utilize their existing 
supports and to develop larger networks of support (Dunst et al., 1994). Theoretically 
mothers with low social support should show signs of depression and or anxiety. Feelings 
of helplessness, a symptom of depression, can develop because of the perceived inability 
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to cope with a stressor (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Lack of self-esteem or feelings of 
competence are both associated with depression and anxiety (Cohen & Wills, 1985). 
Stress and anxiety arise when one thinks that a situation is threatening or demanding and 
that he or she does not have the appropriate skills or coping response (Cohen & Wills, 
1985). Loss of esteem may occur when one thinks that failure to cope is related to one’s 
ability or personality traits rather than an external cause.  
 The current study investigated the relationship of social support, anxiety and 
depression by continuing the work of Matthey et al. (2003), Bina et al., (2016), Kabir et 
al., (2008) and Phillips et al., (2009) to identify a three-factor anxiety subscale in the 
EPDS.  Construct validity of the anxiety and depression subscales was assessed by 
evaluating the risk factors of mental health history (history of depression in pregnancy, 
history of postpartum depression) pregnancy health problems (labor and delivery 
complications, and breastfeeding complications) and family social support. Education 
and mental health history were included, as covariates in MANCOVA analyses to 
determine if a relationship between social support existed with anxiety or depression 
when controlling for education or mental health history. Education was included as 
control because it was associated with postpartum anxiety but not postpartum depression 
(Britton 2008; and Martini et al., 2015).   
Hypotheses: 
The following hypotheses were investigated: 
 Hypothesis 1. The EPDS consists of two factors—depressive symptoms and 
anxiety symptoms. 
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 Hypothesis 2. The Family support Scale consists of five factors (Dunst et al. 
1994)  
 Hypothesis 3. The three-item anxiety subscale will identify mothers with high 
levels of anxiety who were considered below the cutoff for depression when 
screened with the ten-item EPDS. 
  Hypothesis 4a. – 4d. The cutoff points associated with the three-item anxiety 
scale will better differentiate mothers with risk factors related to postpartum depression 
and anxiety than the ten-item scale, nine-item scale, and six-item scale.  
4a. There are significant group differences in mental health history, and physical 
health problems when using the three-item scale to create cutoff points in 
comparison to the ten-item scale, nine-item scale, and six-item scale.  
4b. There are significant group differences in family social support when using 
the three-item scale to create cutoff points in comparison to the ten-item scale, 
nine-item scale, and six-item scale.  
4.c There are statistically significant differences between the groups when 
controlling for education. 
4d.There are statistically significant group differences when controlling for 






Study Procedure  
 The present study was a secondary data analysis from de-identified data utilized 
as part of a program evaluation for a non-profit mentoring program serving mothers with 
or at risk for postpartum depression.  The majority of mothers were referred to the 
mentoring program by health care professionals (27%, 147), the postpartum day hospital 
(25%, 138), and the visiting nurses program (20%, 109). The remaining referrals (26%, 
145) came from word of mouth or advertisement. Licensed mental health professionals 
conducted in home psychiatric assessments of mothers using a clinical interview. The 
data for this cross-sectional study were drawn from clinical intake interviews of mothers 
conducted during the years 2007-2015. Five hundred and thirty nine pregnant or 
postpartum women were screened for depression in the process of being enrolled in a 
program that paired mothers with a volunteer mentor. The mentoring program was 
located in an urban Northeast community serving mothers from seven counties in two 
neighboring states.  
Participants 
 Almost three quarters (371) of the 539 mothers met the inclusion criteria: having 
given birth within the last 12 months and intake records that were at least 90% complete. 
The postpartum period is defined as the first year after giving birth (Stewart, Robertson, 
Dennis, Grace & Wallington, 2003). Mothers were excluded for the following reasons: 
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pregnant at first evaluation (n = 91), the target child was over one year of age (n = 27), 
and missing more than 10% of the data (n = 50). A conservative approach was taken to 
address missing data; mean imputations were done for participants missing less than 10% 
of the data (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996).  
 Mothers were, on average, 89 days or three months postpartum (SD = 77.80) at 
the initial screening, with a range of 14 – 359 days. The mean age of the sample mothers 
was 30 years (SD = 6.28) with a range from 15 to 46. Approximately 66% (277) of 
mothers in the eligible sample were married or in a committed relationship. Mothers 
reported their income in one of six categories ranging from less than $10,000 to more 
than $100,000. The median income of this sample fell in the range of $25,000 to $49,000. 
Approximately 65% (243) of mothers in the final sample were white, 11% (40) were 
Latina, 9% (32) were Black, 5% (19) were Asian, 4% (17) identified as other, 2% (8) 
were American Indian, and 3% (12) did not indicate an ethnicity. There was a wide range 
of education levels among the sample. The plurality of mothers, 35% (134), had a college 
degree or higher. The second largest group, 28% (106), was mothers with an associate’s 
degree or some college. The third group, 24% (87), was mothers with a GED or high 
school diploma. The remaining mothers, 8.6% (34), had less than a high school degree, 
and 3% (10) were missing education level. See Table 1 for sample description.  
Measures 
 The complete intake questionnaire, measures, and psychiatric evaluation are 
included in the appendix (Appendix Figure 1). The following variables and measures 
were used.  
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 Maternal Characteristics. The intake questionnaire asked for demographic 
information about the participants. Age, race/ethnicity, marital status, education, and 
income were assessed using single items.  Age was determined by subtracting birth date 
from the date of assessment. Mothers reported their ethnic background and the program 
coded these as White/Caucasian, Black, Hispanic Latina, Asian, Other or Missing. 
Educations was reported in six categories: less than high school degree, high school or 
GED, some college, college degree, Master’s and higher, or missing. Income was 
reported in the following categories: less than 10,000, 10,000 to 24,999, 25,000 to 
49,999, 50,000 to 74,999, 75,000 to 99,999, 100,000 or more, or missing. Marital status 
was reported in four categories: single, married, committed relationship and divorced, 
widowed, or separated.  
 Pregnancy health and postpartum history items were collected from the Intake 
Psychiatric Evaluation, completed by a licensed mental health clinician, as part of the 
intake interview. The full psychiatric evaluation consisted of a health history (17 yes/no 
items with qualitative explanations), a risks/safety assessment, (19 yes/no items with 
qualitative explanations), a psychiatric history, (nine yes/no items with qualitative 
explanations), a Mental Status Examination (19 categories with check box descriptors 
and space for qualitative responses). The DSM Diagnoses Axis I-V, the preliminary 
treatment plan, and referrals made. Physical health problems during pregnancy (i.e. 
pregnancy complications, delivery complications and problems with breastfeeding) that 
have been associated with anxiety and depression were combined into one item with a 
range of zero – three. Mothers reported a variety of pregnancy related health problems 
such as high blood pressure, preeclampsia, and gestational diabetes. Common delivery 
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complications reported were emergency C-section, premature birth, low heart rate of 
baby, and other health problems with baby. Examples of breastfeeding complications 
reported were problems with latching on, inadequate weight gain of baby, mastitis of 
mother, etc. Scores were summed (zero = no pregnancy complications) (1= one 
pregnancy complication), (2 = two pregnancy complications) and (3 = three or more 
pregnancy complications). This is similar to the Peripartum Events Scale in the study by 
Britton (2008). Stressful events related to childbirth, recorded in the medical records of 
each mother infant dyad, were summed. These events consisted presence of medical risk 
factors, obstetric risk factors, progress in labor, method of delivery and infant problems.  
 History of depression in pregnancy, and history of postpartum depression are risk 
factors for PPD and anxiety.  This was made into a summed score of mental health 
history with a range of 0 - 2.  
  Edinburgh Postpartum Depression Scale. This study used the Edinburgh 
Postpartum Depression Scale (EPDS), a 10-item self-report screening measure, for 
assessing depressive symptoms (Cox, Holden & Sagovsky, 1987). The EPDS consists of 
statements that describe experiences representative of symptoms of depression within the 
past seven days such as, depressed mood, anhedonia, guilt, anxiety, and suicidal ideation 
(Cox et al., 1987).   
 Sample items include: “I have been able to laugh and see the funny side of 
things.” and “I have looked forward with enjoyment to things.” Each item had four 
possible responses: 0  (not at all), 1 (not very often), 2 (yes, sometimes), and 3  (yes, most 
of the time).  Answers were summed to yield a total score, with a maximum score of 30, 
and higher scores indicate more depressive symptoms. 
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 The EPDS was developed to screen for PPD in home visits conducted by health 
workers in Edinburgh. The EPDS was derived from the Irritability, Depression and 
Anxiety Scale (IDAP by Snaith et al. (1978), the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale 
(HADS) by Zigmond and Snaith (1983) and the Anxiety and Depression Scale of 
Bedford Foulds (1978). Significant modifications were made to the items from those 
scales to exclude or change items that made reference to somatic symptoms of depression 
(e.g., fatigue, changes in appetite, and aches and pain) that are typical of postpartum 
women.  
 Clinicians use the 10-item EPDS (Cox et al., 1987) to determine which mothers 
are at risk for PPD. Those who score above a cutoff point are referred for further 
evaluation and those scoring below are considered to be at low risk for PPD. The cutoff 
score is based on the original analysis by Cox et al., (1987) of the receiver-operating 
characteristic (ROC) of the EPDS, which determines the proportion of true positives and 
true negatives. To determine the cutoff score they gave 84 mothers the EPDS measure 
and then interviewed the mothers using Goldberg’s Standardized Psychiatric Interview 
(Cox et al., 1987).  
 At the cutoff of ≥13, the EPDS correctly identifies mothers with depression (true 
positives) 86% of the time. Mothers without depression (true negatives) were identified 
78% of the time. The internal reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha with a 
result of .87 (Cox et al., 1987). Validity was assessed with split half reliability of .88 
(Cox et al., 1987). Furthermore, a synthesis of 23 studies (N = 5398) using the EPDS 
with a cutoff score of 13 identified sensitivity scores that ranged from .67 (95% CI, 0.18, 
0.96) to 1.00  (95% CI, 0.67, 1.00), and specificity scores for Major Depressive Disorder 
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of 90% or more (O’Connor et al., 2016). Touhy and McVey (2008) reported a 
Cronbach’s alpha of .90 in their study of 440 postpartum mothers. Beck and Gable (2001) 
reported a Cronbach’s alpha of .89 in their study of 150 postpartum mothers.  
 In the current study, creating a fraction where ≥13/30 is equal to x/9 and solving 
for x maintained the ratio of items to cutoff scores. Using the same ratio for the 
depression symptoms factor this would make the cut off score nine or above for the 7-
item scale (i.e., 0 - 8 low risk of depressive only symptoms = 0, 9 - 21 high risk of 
depressive only symptoms = 1). The cut off score for the three-item anxiety symptoms 
factor would be 4 or above (i.e., 0 - 3 low risk of anxiety symptoms and 4 - 9 high risk of 
anxiety symptoms). 
  Family Support Scale. The family support scale was an 18-item measure with 
four to five factors. Parents were asked to rate how helpful each source of support has 
been during the past three to six months. For example “How helpful were your parents to 
your family in the past three to six months? and “How helpful were your co-workers to 
your family in the past three to six months?” The scale consisted of: 0 (not available), 1 
(not at all helpful), 2 (Sometimes helpful), 3 (Generally helpful), 4 (Very helpful) and 5 
(Extremely helpful). High scores indicate more perceived social support. For this research 
the choice was made to be consistent with the scoring of the Dunst et al. (1994) study and 
the Kondrat et al. (2014) study but any “0” response was recoded as “1” so as not to lose 
that data. This impacted the scores of many mothers in the current sample. Number and 
percent of mothers reporting zero are given for each item of the final 13-item scale: My 
parents (90, 24%); My spouse or partner’s parents, (114, 31%); My relatives or kin (104, 
28%); My spouse or partner’s relatives (141, 38%); Spouse or partner (68, 18%); My 
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friends 70, 19%; My spouse or partner’s friends (172, 46%); Co-workers (249, 67%); 
Parent groups (290, 79%); Social groups (315, 84%); My family or child’s physician (59, 
16%); Professional helpers (142, 38%); Professional agencies (186, 50%). The 5-factor 
scale in the Dunst et al., study accounted for 55% of the variance.  
 In the Kondrat et al. study a four-factor solution was found with a Cronbach’s 
alpha for the whole scale of .79.  The first factor Spouse/Partner Support (4-items) had a 
Cronbach’s alpha of .82. Formal Professional Support (5-items) had a Cronbach’s alpha 
of .63. The third factor, Informal Community Support (4-items) had a Cronbach’s alpha 
of .64. The fourth factor, Familial and Peer Support (5-items) had a Cronbach’s alpha of 
.59. The factor structure explained 50.4% of the variability in the total support score. 
  
Analyses 
Hypothesis 1. The EPDS consists of two factors—depressive symptoms and anxiety 
symptoms.  
 A two-step model approach was taken to examine the psychometric properties of 
the Edinburgh Postpartum Depression Scale (EPDS). The first step consisted of 
exploratory analyses of the EPDS scale using principal components analysis (PCA) with 
maximum likelihood (ML) and varimax rotation. Component retention was determined 
with minimum average partial correlation (MAP) procedures (Velicer, 1976) and parallel 
analysis (Horn, 1965). The MAP procedure consists of a complete principal component 
analysis followed by an examination of a series of matrices of partial correlations 
(Velicer, 1976). Using the matrix of partial correlations the average of the squared partial 
correlation is calculated after the m component, a reduced set of variables from the 
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observed variables, has been partialed out (Zwick & Velicer, 1986). The average squared 
partial correlation reaches a minimum when the residual matrix and the identity matrix 
most closely resemble each other (Zwick & Velicer, 1986). Parallel analysis allows the 
researcher to compare their own data to a normally distributed random set of numbers 
(Horn, 1965). These methods are considered to be an improvement upon traditional factor 
extraction methods of Eigen values greater than one and visual inspection of scree plots 
(Velicer, Eaton, & Fava, 2000).  
 Factor analytic procedures perform better when communalities are high because 
low communalities may indicate high levels of random error (Fabrigar & Wegener, 
2012). When communalities are high (.70 or higher) and there are three to five measured 
variables without complex loadings a sample size of 100 can be adequate to determine a 
factor solution (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2012). When communalities are low (.4 or less) a 
sample size of 400 may be necessary to identify a factor solution (Fabrigar & Wegener, 
2012).  
 The second step consisted of multiple confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) using 
structural equation modeling (SEM) procedures. The EPDS scale data were divided so 
that 36% (Sample 1 = 143) of the data were utilized in the EFA and 64% (Sample 2 = 
252) in the CFA. Multiple measures of fit were evaluated because each one provides 
information about the model. Sample size can impact the χ2 value, as such; fit was 
determined by a low χ2 value relative to degrees of freedom. Values for the comparative 
fit index (CFI) of .80 to .89 indicate good fit and values of .90 or better indicate good or 
excellent fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). A root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) 
at or below .06 indicates an excellent fit (Kline, 2011). Goodness of fit index of .90 or 
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greater, and a standardized root mean square residuals (SRMR) at or below |.05| (Kline, 
2011), also indicate good fit. 
Hypothesis 2. The Family support Scale consists of five factors (Dunst et al. 1994)  
 The Family Support Scale was evaluated using CFAs of the full sample for two 
models from previous research --a correlated four-factor model and a correlated five-
factor model. These models were a poor fit. As a result a series of EFAs were conducted 
to determine the best factor structure. Although it was expected that the items were 
correlated, a varimax rotation was used for the initial explorations as this allowed the 
identification of complex items that loaded on two or more factors. Items were removed 
one at a time for the following reasons: (1) a majority of participants indicated support 
“not available”; (2) loadings were below .3; (3) and complex loadings. Tabachnick and 
Fidell (1996) consider .32 as a minimum loading of an item, and complex loadings as 
items that load .32 or higher on two or more factors. 
Hypothesis 3. The three-item anxiety subscale will identify mothers with high levels 
of anxiety who were considered below the cutoff for depression when screened with 
the ten-item EPDS. 
  The cases of mothers who screen positive using the EPDS total scale will be 
compared to the cases of mothers who screen positive using the anxiety and depression 
subscales separately. No analysis was done at this stage. If there are mothers who are 
high in anxiety but fall below the traditional ≥13 cutoff, the identification of this group 
will allow comparisons of mothers with anxiety symptoms only to the rest of the sample.  
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Hypothesis 4a. – 4d. The cutoff points associated with the three-item anxiety scale 
will better differentiate mothers with risk factors related to postpartum depression 
and anxiety than the ten-item scale, nine-item scale, and six-item scale.  
(4a.) There are significant group differences in mental health history, and 
physical health problems.  
(4b) There are significant group differences in family social support when using 
the three-item scale to create cutoff points in comparison to the ten-item scale, 
nine-item scale, and six-item scale.  
(4c) There are statistically significant differences between the groups when 
controlling for education because low education level has been associated with 
increased anxiety symptoms but not depression.  
(4d) There are statistically significant group differences when controlling for 
mental health history.  
 Chi-square tests were used to compare the groups in regard to demographic 
factors, pregnancy health problems and mental health history. During their clinical 
interviews mothers were asked if they had a history of postpartum depression (yes/no), a 
history of depression in pregnancy (yes/no), a previous psychiatric diagnosis (yes/no). 
History of postpartum depression and depression in pregnancy were summed to make a 
scale of zero to two called mental health history for inclusion as an indicator variable in 
the subsequent MANOVAS. The variable of previous psychiatric diagnosis was not 
included in the summed score because of missing value, (n = 135). Mothers were also 
asked about the presence of any pregnancy complications, delivery complications, and 
breastfeeding complications. This was made into a summed score of pregnancy health 
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problems with a range of zero to three for inclusion as an indicator variable in the 
subsequent MANOVAS.  
 Hypothesis 4 b. Two MANOVAs were done: the first using the 10-item EPDS 
cutoff point and the second using the 9-item EPDS cutoff points. This was done to 
investigate the difference in the scale when taking out the suicide ideation item. Then a 2 
x 2 MANOVA was used to evaluate group differences in perceptions of family social 
support between mothers rated above and below the three-item anxiety EPDS cutoff and 
the six-item depression EPDS cutoff.  
 Hypothesis 4 c.  Education was found have a significant relationship with anxiety 
in research by Martini et al., (2015). The objective of this step was to compare the groups 
when controlling for education. Two MANCOVAs controlling for education were done 
with the same groups as the MANOVAs. Then a 2 x 2 MANCOVA was done with the 
three-item anxiety EPDS cutoff and the six-item depression EPDS cutoff while 
controlling for education and history of postpartum depression. 
 Hypothesis 4 d.  History of depression and depression in pregnancy were the 
most common predictors of PPD (Beck, 2001; Chojenta et al., 2016; Robertson et al, 
2004). The objective of this step was to compare the groups when controlling for mental 
health risk factors of history of depression and depression in pregnancy. Two 
MANCOVAs controlling for mental health risk factors were done with the same groups 
as the MANOVAs. Then a 2 x 2 MANCOVA was done with the three-item anxiety 
EPDS cutoff and the six-item depression EPDS cutoff while controlling for mental health 




 Prior to analysis, age of baby, age of mother, depression screening scores, health 
complications, income, ethnicity, and education were examined through SPSS for Mac 
version 24 for outliers, missing data, and adherence to assumptions of multivariate 
analysis. All SEM procedures were conducted in EQS 6.2. Descriptive statistics, 
including mean, standard deviation, min/max and kurtosis and skewness were calculated 
for each item (Table 2).  
Hypothesis 1. The EPDS consists of two factors—depressive symptoms and anxiety 
symptoms.  
 The EPDS was randomly split into an “exploratory” and “confirmatory” sample 
to cross-validate the EPDS measure. The “exploratory” sample consisted of 36% of the 
data (Sample 1 = 143) and the “confirmatory” sample consisted of 64% (Sample 2 = 
252). Sample size was adequate based on existing literature (Kline, 2011). Marital status, 
income levels, ethnicity and education of the two subsamples were compared. None of 
the chi-square tests reached statistical significance at the p < .05 level.    
 Step one, Exploratory Analyses. Exploratory structural analyses, conducted in 
SPSS version 24.0, included PCA procedures using the varimax rotation method. All 
extracted communalities ranged from .408 to .736, except for item 10 which had a 
communality of .045. Communality is the proportion of the variance accounted for by the 
common factors (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2012). Communalities with high values are well 
represented in the common factor space those with low values are not. The MAP test 
indicated a one-factor solution. The parallel analysis indicated a one-factor and possibly 
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two-factor model. The first two factors accounted for 60% of the total variance. The 
initial eigenvalues for the first two factors were 4.88 and 1.12. A table of simulation data 
indicated that the first and second eigenvalues for a sample size of 150 with 10 items 
were 1.43. and 1.29 (Lautenschlager, 1989). The eigenvalues from the PCA of the EPDS 
were well above the average value for the first factor and the second was slightly under. 
The Cronbach’s alpha for a one-factor scale with all 10 items was .876. At this point the 
Cronbach’s alpha for the two-factor scales were .857 for the 7-item scale and .752 for the 
3-item scale. The loadings of item 10 were .127 and .233.  
 A second PCA was run without item 10, “The thought of harming myself has 
occurred to me.” Item 10 had higher skewness and kurtosis than the other items, and did 
not load well onto either factor. The low communality of item 10 meant that it had very 
little common variance with the other items. Suicide ideation is an important indicator on 
its own but it did not fit into either factor The MAP test indicated a one-factor solution. 
The parallel analysis indicated a one-factor and possibly two-factor model. The first two 
factors now accounted for 66% of the total variance. The initial eigenvalues for the first 
two factors were: 4.83 and 1.12. The eigenvalues from the study data in the first factor 
were well above the average value but the second was still slightly under. The reliability 
improved for the nine item one-factor model with a Cronbach’s alpha of .887. The two-
factor model with depression as one six-item factor resulted in a Cronbach’s alpha of  
.883 (1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9) and anxiety as the other three-item factor resulted in a Cronbach’s 
alpha of .755 (3, 4, 5). The PCA ruled out a three-factor model but the results suggested a 
one-factor model or a two-factor model with nine items. Table 3 shows the factor 
loadings for the two-factor scale.  
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 Step 2, Confirmatory Analyses. The objective of the second step, using Sample 
2, was to compare the fit of the following models: (1) a one factor model, all items 
loading on one latent factor, representing depressive symptoms, (2) a two uncorrelated 
factor model, items loading on two, uncorrelated latent factors, representing anxiety 
(three-items) and depressive symptoms (six-items),  (3) a two correlated factor model 
(Figure 1), items loading on two correlated latent factors representing anxiety (three-
items) and depressive symptoms (six-items).  A hierarchical factor model (Figure 2) 
contingent upon a significantly correlated factor model was then run with a second-order 
factor model (items loading onto two first order factors representing anxiety (three-items) 
and depressive symptoms (six-items) and one higher order factor).  
 The measures of the fit of the first uncorrelated one-factor model and the two-
factor models were in the average to good range. The two-factor correlated and the 
second-order models were in the good to excellent range based on fit measures. In each 
consecutive analysis the χ2 value lowered substantially. 
 One-factor model. In the one-factor model convergence of an optimal set of 
parameter estimates was achieved in six iterations. All parameter estimates that were not 
fixed at one were significantly different from zero by the z-test on the critical ratio. The 
results of the one-factor model were χ2  = (27, n = 253) = 188.6, p < .001, CFI = .849, 
RMSEA = .154 (90% CI .134, .175), GFI = .846, and SRMR = .077.  
 Two-factor uncorrelated model. Model convergence was reached in five 
iterations for the uncorrelated two-factor model. All parameter estimates that were not 
fixed at one were significantly different from zero by the z-test on the critical ratio. The 
results of the uncorrelated two-factor model were χ2 = (27, n = 253) = 162.90, p < .001, 
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CFI = .873, RMSEA = .142 (90% CI .121, .162), GFI = .892, and SRMR = .253.  In this 
model the CFI and GFI improved but are only in the good range. The RMSEA and 
SRMR were lower than the previous model but not in the acceptable range.  
 Two-factor correlated model. Model convergence was reached in six iterations 
for the two-factor correlated model. The results for the correlated two-factor model were 
χ2 = (26, n = 253) = 62.7, p < .001. The chi-square value became smaller in relation to the 
one-factor model indicating that the one-factor model was under-identified. The CFI of 
.966 and the GFI of .947 were in the excellent range. The RMSEA of .075 (90% CI .051, 
.099) was acceptable and the SRMR of .049 also indicated a good fit. The correlation of 
the anxiety and depressive subscales was .66 indicating that they are related constructs.  
Figure 3 gives the standardized parameter estimates.  
 Second-order model. The correlation of the two factors (.66) indicated that the 
anxiety and depressive symptoms are part of a higher-order factor. A second-order factor 
analysis with the same degrees of freedom was run, with equality constraints put on the 
disturbances of the two first-order factors. The second-order factor was fixed at one, 
which allows for the covariance of the two first-order factors (which now become 
dependent variables) to be modeled. Normally one first-order factor would be fixed at 
one and the remaining two or more first-order factors are free to be estimated (Bentler, 
2004). Model convergence was reached in six iterations for the second-order model. All 
of the fit indexes were the same as the correlated two-factor model (see Table 4). The 
covariance between the second-order factor and depressive symptoms was .80 and the 
correlation between second-order factor and anxiety was .83, resulting in a covariance of 
.663. Figure 4 shows the standardized parameter estimates.   
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Hypothesis 2. The Family support scale consists of five factors (Dunst et al. 1994)  
 Confirmatory Analysis. Since previous factor analyses of the Family Support 
scale identified different factor structures (Dunst et al., 1994; Kondrat et al., 2014) the 
first step was to confirm the factor structure. Both the Dunst et al. (1994) correlated five-
factor and Kondrat et al. (2014) correlated four-factor models were tested using 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with the full sample (N = 371). The FSS scale was 
first changed from a 6-point scale (0 - 5) to a 5-point scale (1 - 5).  All responses coded as 
a “0” were recoded as a “1.” This was done in order to retain as many participants as 
possible for the CFA. The Dunst et al. five factors were: Informal kinship (Items 6, 7, 8, 9 
and 13); Spouse/Partner Support (Items 2, 4 and 5); Social Organizations (Items 10, 11, 
12 and 16); Formal Kinship (Items 1 and 3); and Professional Services (Items 14, 15, 17 
and 18). The mean of the full scale using the current data was 35 with a standard 
deviation of 8.8. The item means and total means are in Table 5. This resulted in a poor 
fitting model, χ2  = (125, N = 371) = 373.72, p < .001, CFI = .767, RMSEA = .074 (90% 
CI .065, .082), GFI = .897, and SRMR = .081. The Kondrat et al. (2014) four factors 
were: Familial Support (Items 1, 3, 6, 8, and 10); Spouse/Partner Support (Items 2, 4, 5, 
and 7); Informal Support (Items 9, 11, 12, 13); Formal Professional Support (Items 14, 
15, 16, 17 and 18).  This also resulted in a poor fitting model. The results were χ2  = (132, 
N = 371) = 395.04, p < .001, CFI = .754, RMSEA = .074 (90% CI .065, .082), GFI = 
.890, and SRMR = .091.  
 Exploratory Factor Analysis. The split half procedure, of the PCA and CFA, 
used for the EPDS scale was not used with the FSS scale because the above two CFAs 
resulted in poor fitting models. A series of EFAs were conducted using principal 
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components analysis with varimax rotation. Items were removed because of low loadings 
or because a majority of the sample indicated that the source of support was not available. 
“Church members” was removed because of low loadings. The following four items were 
removed because more than 70% of the sample indicated that these sources of support 
were not available: “My own children,” “School or daycare,” “Early childhood 
intervention” and “Other parents”.  
 Final Scale. The revised FSS scale consisted of 13 items and four factors (Table 
6) which accounted for 58% of the variance. The Cronbach’s alpha for the full 13-item 
scale was .712. The four subscales were: spousal support (4 items), α = .71; my family (4 
items), α = .609; social groups (2 items), α = .602; and professional support (3 items), α 
= .632. The CFA of the revised correlated 4-factor model was a better fit: χ2  = (59, N = 
371) = 184.797, p < .001, CFI = .861, RMSEA = .076 (90% CI .064, .088), GFI = .927, 
and SRMR = .074. The hypothesized model in Figure 5 and the standardized parameter 
estimates are in Figure 6. The means and standard deviations for each item are in Table 7. 
Table 8 consists of the means and standard deviations for the four subscales and the total 
Family Support Scale. All variables have low skewness and kurtosis except for the two-
item Social Support factor with a kurtosis of 8.4.  The kurtosis of the two-item social 
groups subscale was slightly higher than the kurtosis of EPDS item 10 about suicide 
ideation (7.16). Despite this, the social groups subscale was included in the analysis 
because “parent groups” and “social groups” are commonly suggested to new parents as 
sources of family support (Dunst et al. 1994). As such it is relevant to measure the 
contribution of these items to overall family support scale. The correlations, shown in 
Table 9, of the 4-factor model were in the low to mid range.  
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Hypothesis 3. The three-item anxiety subscale will identify mothers with high levels of 
anxiety who were considered below the cutoff for depression when screened with the 10-
item EPDS.  
 The 10-item EPDS screening was developed for clinicians (Cox et al., 1987) to 
determine which mothers are at risk for PPD and should be further evaluated. Cox et al. 
(1987) indicated that those who score 13 and above should be referred for further 
evaluation. In the full sample, 181 (48%) mothers were at risk for PPD and 190 (51%) of 
the mothers were considered to be at low risk for PPD based on the 10-item screening. 
Using the nine-item scale with a cutoff point of 12 and above resulted in a seven percent 
increase of women at risk for depression. Over half of the mothers would be considered 
at risk for depression (203) and 168 would be considered at low risk. Lowering the cutoff 
by one point after removing one item in a 10-item scale is a conservative approach to 
adjusting for the removal of the item.  Finally using the three-item anxiety scale with a 
cutoff of ≥ 4 resulted in 272 (73%) of the mothers in the current sample at risk for anxiety 
a 28% increase from the 10-item scale depression. The cutoff for the three-item scale and 
six-item scale are based on the ratio of the cutoff score with the number of items. The 
three item cutoff is consistent with the research by Grigoriadas et al., (2011) Phillips et 
al., (2009) & Swalm et al., (2010). The six-item depression scale with a cutoff of ≥ 8 
resulted in twenty fewer mothers in the “at risk for depression group,” 161 compared to 
181 (See Table 10). These varying cutoffs allowed for a comparison of the mothers when 
conducting chi-square tests and MANOVAs. 
Hypotheses 4a. Chi-square tests were done of the demographic variables to determine if 
income level, education, marital status and ethnicity were significantly different when 
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using the cutoffs from the ten-item EPDS, the nine-item EPDS, three-item anxiety and 
the six-item depression scale. All chi-square tests were not significant for the 
demographic variables of income, education, ethnicity, age of mother, and marital status. 
 All risk factor variables were examined using chi-square tests. A two-way 
contingency table analysis was done to evaluate if mothers above the 10-item cutoff had 
more mental health history (MHH) risk factors and more pregnancy health problems 
(PHP) than mothers below the ten-item cutoff. Levels of MHH were: zero instances of 
MHH, one instance of MHH, 2 or more instances of MHH. There was a significant 
association between mental health history and depression scores when grouping the 
mothers by those above cutoff of 13 and higher (181) for 10-item scale and those below 
(190). The chi-square test was significant χ2 (2, N = 371) = 14.9, p < .001 phi .200, <.001. 
Levels of PHP were: no pregnancy health problems, one pregnancy health problem and 2 
or more pregnancy health problems. There was no significant association between 
depression scores and pregnancy complications when grouping the mothers by those 
above cutoff of 13 and higher (181) for 10-item scale and those below (190). The chi-
square test for the 10-item cutoff was not significant χ2 (2, N = 371) = 1.18, p = .555. See 
Table 11.  
 There was a significant association between mental health history and depression 
scores when grouping mothers by those above cutoff of 12 and higher (203) for the nine-
item EPDS and those below (168). The chi-square test was significant χ2 (2, N = 371) = 
17.67, p < .001 phi .210, < .001. There was no significant association between depression 
scores and pregnancy complications when grouping the mothers by those above cutoff of 
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12 and higher (203) for the nine-item EPDS and those below (168). The chi-square test 
for the nine-item cutoff was not significant χ2 (2, N = 371) = 3.38, p = .185. See Table 12.  
 There was a significant association between depression scores and mental healthy 
history when grouping the mothers by those above cutoff of four and higher (272) for the 
three-item EPDS and those below (99). The chi-square test for the three-item cutoff was 
significant χ2 (2, N = 371) = 6.96, p < .031, phi .137, < .031. There was no significant 
association between depression scores and pregnancy complications when grouping the 
mothers by those above cutoff of 4 and higher (272) for the 3-item EPDS and those 
below (99). The chi-square test for the three-item cutoff was not significant χ2 (2, N = 
371) = 1.046, p = .593. See Table 13.  
 The chi-square test was significant for mental health history when grouping 
mothers by those above the cutoff of 8 and higher (161) for the six-item depression scale 
and those below the cut off (210). The chi-square test was χ2 (2, N = 371) = 13.03 p < 
.001 phi .187, < .001. The chi-square test approached significance when grouping 
mothers by those above the cutoff of 8 and higher (161) for the six-item depression scale 
and those below the cut off (210). The chi-square test was χ2 (2, N = 371) = 5.95 p = .051. 
See Table 14.  
 Hypothesis 4b. Multivariate analyses of variance were conducted to determine 
levels of family support for mothers below cutoff versus above cutoff for depression 
when using the 10-item scale, the nine-item scale and the three-item and six-item 
subscales. Results of evaluations of assumptions of normality, multicolinearity, 
homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices, were acceptable. The skewness and 
kurtosis of the Family Support scales were less than |.755| except for the two item Social 
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Support scale which had a skewness of 2.83 and kurtosis of 8.44. The four empirically 
derived subscales of: my family support, spouse/partner support, professional help and 
social support, had low but significant correlations. The Pearson correlations ranged from 
.079 to .309 indicating that multicolinearity was unlikely.  
 Testing the 10-item EPDS and nine-item EPDS. There were not statistically 
significant differences in my family support, professional help and social support 
between mothers above the cutoff versus mothers below the cutoff using the 10-item and 
nine-item EPDS. There were statistically significant differences for spouse/partner 
support in both the 10-item and nine-item EPDS scales. In the first MANOVA two 
groups were created using the original cutoff for the EDPS of 13 and above with 190 
mothers at low risk for depression and 181 mothers at risk or above the cutoff. The Box’s 
M was p = .926, indicating acceptable homogeneity of the covariance matrices. The 
homogeneity of the variances was also acceptable as assessed by the Levene’s Test. At 
the macro-level, the Wilks’ lambda test was not significant, Λ = .984, F(4, 366) = 1.53 p 
= .193, multivariate η2 = .016. All dependent variables were p > .05 except for Spousal 
Support which was significant F(1, 369) 5.18 p < .023. Mothers below the cutoff reported 
higher spousal support (M = 9.2) versus mothers above the cutoff (M = 8.3). The mean of 
My Family Support was higher for the mothers below the cutoff (M = 8.76) versus those 
above the cutoff (M = 8.3). Mothers below the cutoff reported greater Professional 
Support (M = 7.7) than mothers above cutoff (M = 7.3). The mean of Social Support was 
also higher for mothers below the cutoff (M = 2.6) versus mothers above the cutoff (M = 
2.5) but none of these reached a significant level.  
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 In the second MANOVA, the nine-item EPDS with a cutoff or ≥12 points was 
used, 168 mothers were at low risk for depression and 203 were considered at risk. The 
Box’s M was p = .90.  The Levene’s test was not significant for all variables indicating 
that the homogeneity of the variances was acceptable. At the macro-level, the Wilks’ 
lambda test was not significant, Λ = .982, F(4, 366) = 1.719 p = .193, multivariate η2 = 
.018. All dependent variables were p > .05 except for Spousal Support which was 
significant F(1, 369) = 6.7 p < .01. R-squared was .018 and adjusted R-squared was .015 
with 95% C.I. 8.42, 9.2.  Spousal support was higher for mothers below the cutoff for 
depression (M = 8.7) versus mothers above the cutoff (M = 8.4). The mean of My Family 
Support was higher for the mothers below the cutoff (M = 8.70) versus those above the 
cutoff (M = 8.45). Mothers below the cutoff reported greater Professional Support (M = 
7.7) than mothers above cutoff (M = 7.5). The mean of Social Support was also higher 
for mothers below the cutoff (M = 2.6) versus mothers above the cutoff (M = 2.5) but did 
not reach a significant level.  
 Testing the three-item anxiety and six-item depression scales. The next step 
consisted of a 2 X 2 between subjects MANOVA with two independent variables -- the 
EPDS consisting of two factors -- mother’s depression scores and mother’s anxiety scores 
-- and four dependent variables -- family social support, spouse/partner support, 
professional support, and social group support.  
 Assumptions of normality were checked again. The homogeneity of the 
covariance matrices was acceptable, the Box’s M was not significant (p = .069). The 
Levene’s test was significant for the Social subscale 3.73 (p < .012) but not the other 
subscales. The type II sum of squares MANOVA was used because it is recommended 
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for unbalanced data without significant interactions (Langsrud, 2003; Maxwell & 
Delaney, 2018). Prior to this, a series of ANOVAs were done using type II and type III 
sum of squares approaches and the interaction of depression and anxiety was not 
significant. At the macro-level there was a statistically significant effect for depression 
and the FSS scales, Wilks’ Λ = .959, F(4, 364) = 3.93 p < .004, multivariate η2 = .041, 
but not for anxiety and the FSS scales, Wilks’ Λ = .984, F(4, 364) = 1.53 p = .194, 
multivariate η2 = .016. The interaction effect was also non-significant.  
 Follow-up ANOVAs were done of the six-item depression scale and the four 
family support variables. There was a statistically significant main effect for depression 
and My Family Support, F(1, 367) =  7.571, p < .006, η2 = .020 and Spouse/Partner 
Support, F(1, 370) =  8.46, p < .004, η2 = .023. The Professional Help Scale was 
significant F(1, 367) = 6.294, p < .013, η2 = .017. The Social Support Scale was not 
significant F(1, 367) =  1.99, p =.159, η2 = .005.  
 Follow-up pairwise comparisons were conducted for the significant ANOVAs. 
The mean differences for My Family Support was, 1.069  (95% CI, .022, 2.12), p < .05 
between mothers with high anxiety and low depression (M = 9.281, SD = 3.2) versus 
mothers with high anxiety and high depression (M = 8.21, SD = 3.34) The mean 
difference for Spouse/Partner Support approached significance, at 1.09  (95% CI, -.09, 
2.23), p < .08 between mothers with high anxiety and low depression (M = 9.3, SD = 3.7) 
versus mothers with high anxiety and high depression (M = 8.25, SD = 3.82).  
 Hypothesis 4c. Correlation coefficients were computed with the demographic 
variables of income level, education, age of mother, marital status and ethnicity were 
associated with the dependent variables of the four-factor Family Social Support scale 
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(See Table 16). Education and age were correlated (r = .493, p < .01), income level and 
age of mother were correlated (r  = .405, p < .01), education and income were correlated 
(r  = .592, p < .01). The number of pregnancy and postpartum health complications was 
positively correlated with income (r = .144, p < .01) and education (r = .111, p < .05). 
Education was examined as a covariate in relation to family social support. The FSS 
subscale of My Family Support (4-items) was not correlated with any of the demographic 
risk factors, mental health history (MHH), or Pregnancy Health problems (PHP). Spouse 
or Partner support (4-items) was positively correlated with income (r = .206, p < .01) and 
education (r = .186, p < .01) and negatively correlated with MHH (r = -.172). 
Professional support (three-items) was not significantly correlated with any of the risk 
factors except for MHH (r = .135, p < .01). Social Support (2-items) was positively 
correlated with income (r = .201, p < .01) and education (r = .161, p < .01). The subscale 
of My Family Support was positively correlated with Spouse/Partner Support (r = .329, p 
< .01). Professional Support was positively correlated with My Family Support (r = .244, 
p < .01) and Spouse/Partner Support (r = .161, p < .01). Social Support was positively 
correlated with Professional Support (r = .182, p < .01). 
 Testing the 10-item EPDS with education. The first MANCOVA assessed group 
differences of family support between mothers with high or low depression determined 
by the original EPDS-10 item scale while controlling for education. The two groups were 
183 mothers with low EPDS scores and 178 mothers with scores of 13 and higher. The 
homogeneity of the covariance matrices was acceptable, the Box’s M was not significant, 
p = .915. The Levene’s test was not significant for all dependent variables. There was no 
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statistically significant difference between the groups in family support when controlling 
for education, Wilks’ Λ = .985, F(4, 354) = 1.31 p = .266, multivariate η2 = .015.  
 Testing the nine-item EPDS with education. The second MANCOVA used the 
nine-item EPDS cutoff of under 11 for the low risk group (161 mothers) and 12 and over 
for the at risk group (200 mothers). The Box’s M was not significant (p = .937). The were 
no statistically significant differences in the depression groups when controlling for 
education, Wilks’ Λ = .984, F(4, 354) = 1.44 p =.221, multivariate η2 = .016. 
 Testing the three-item anxiety and six-item depression scales with education. 
The third procedure was a 2 x 2 MANCOVA with the three-item anxiety scale and the 
six-item depression scale and the covariate of education. The Box’s M was p = .038, 
indicating that the homogeneity of the covariance matrices were not equal across the 
groups. The homogeneity of the variances was acceptable as assessed by the Levene’s 
Test. There was a statistically significant difference when using the cutoff for the six-item 
depression scale, Wilks’ Λ. = .963, F(4, 354) = 3.42 p < .009, but not the three-item 
anxiety cutoff  Wilks’ Λ. = .981, F(4, 354) = 1.74 p = .199.  
 The follow up ANCOVAs resulted in significant differences for three of the 
dependent variables with the six-item depression cutoff, My Family, Spouse/Partner 
Support, and Professional Help. The statistically significant differences were for My 
family F(1, 357) = 6.60 p < .011, partial η2 = .018 with adjusted estimated marginal 
means for low depression of 8.82 (95% CI 8.35, 9.23) and high depression of 7.8 (95% 
CI 7.14, 8.5).  The Spouse/Partner Support factor was significant, F(1, 357) = 5.20 p < 
.023, partial η2 = .014., with estimated marginal means for low depression of 9.18 (95% 
CI 8.7, 9.7) and high depression of 8.20 (95% CI 7.5, 8.9). Professional Support was also 
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significant F(1, 357) = 7.83 p < .005, partial η2 = .021, with estimated marginal means for 
low depression of 7.86 (95% CI 7.4, 8.3) and high depression of 6.77 (95% CI 6.12, 7.4).  
 Follow up pairwise comparisons were made by creating a variable with four 
groups, low anxiety and low depression (86), high anxiety and low depression (118), low 
anxiety and high depression (8), and high anxiety and high depression (149). The 
Levene’s test was not significant p = .524. The mean difference of professional help was 
1.20 p < .004 (95% CI .393, 2.01) between the mothers with high anxiety and low 
depression (M = 8.4, SD = 3.35) and mothers with high anxiety and high depression (M = 
7.2, SD = 3.2).  The univariate test for family support was not significant, F(3, 356) = 2.5 
p = .052 partial η2 = .021. The univariate test for spouse/partner support was not 
significant, F(3, 356) = 2.07 p = .104 partial η2 = .017.  
 Hypothesis 4 d. Testing the three-item anxiety and six-item depression scales 
with mental health history. A 2 x 2 MANCOVA was conducted with the three-item 
anxiety scale and the six-item depression scale with the covariate of mental health 
history. The homogeneity of the covariance matrices was acceptable as the Box’s M was 
not significant, p = .069. The Levene’s test was not significant for all dependent 
variables. There was a statistically significant difference when using the cutoff for the 
six-item depression scale, Wilks’ Λ. = .961, F(4, 364) = 3.7, p < .006, multivariate η2 = 
.039, but not the three-item anxiety cutoff  Wilks’ Λ. = .983,  F(4, 364) = 1.54, p = .192, 
multivariate η2 = .017.  
 The follow up ANCOVAs resulted in significant differences for My Family, 
Spouse/Partner Support, and Professional Help when controlling for mental health 
history. The statistically significant differences for My family were F(1, 367) = 6.45 p < 
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.012, partial η2 = .017 with adjusted estimated marginal means for low depression of 8.8 
(95% CI 8.28, 9.22) and high depression of 7.8 (95% CI 7.12, 8.5). Spouse/Partner 
Support was significant, F(1, 367) = 6.11 p < .014, partial η2 = .016 with adjusted 
estimated marginal means for low depression of 9.1 (95% CI 8.5, 9.6) and high 
depression of 8.1 (95% CI 7.3, 8.7). Professional Support was also significant, F(1, 367) 
= 8.67 p < .003, partial η2 = .023, with adjusted estimated marginal means for low 
depression of 7.9 (95% CI 7.5, 8.7) and high depression of 6.82 (95% CI 6.19, 7.5).  
 Follow up comparisons were made by creating a variable with four groups, low 
anxiety and low depression (89), high anxiety and low depression (121), low anxiety and 
high depression (10), and high anxiety and high depression (151).  These group sizes are 
slightly higher than the MANOVA with education.  Some participants did not indicate an 
education level and were dropped from the previous analysis. The first comparison was 
done with the dependent variable my family support. The Levene’s test was not 
significant p = .405.  The F(3, 367) = 2.85 p < .04 partial η2 = .023. The significant mean 
difference of family support was 1.016 p < .014 (95% CI .204, 1.827) between the 
mothers with high anxiety and low depression and mothers with high anxiety and high 
depression. Spouse/partner support was not compared because the overall test was not 
significant .The univariate test result was F(3, 367) = 2.22 p = .09 partial η2 = .018 The 
second comparison was done with professional help. The Levene’s test was not 
significant p = .303. The univariate test result was F(3, 367) = 3.32 p < .02 partial η2 = 
.026. The significant mean difference of professional help was 1.27 p < .002 (95% CI 
.447, 2.07) between the mothers with high anxiety and low depression (M = 8.31, SD = 






Hypothesis 1. Edinburgh Postpartum Depression Scale  
 A two factor correlated scale consisting of three anxiety and six depression items 
was identified using exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis with a split sample for 
replication. Theory and empirical evidence suggest that anxiety and depression are 
correlated in postpartum populations (Astbury, Brown, Lumley, and Small 1994; Hartley, 
Barroso, Rey, Pettit, & Bagner 2014; Matthey 2008) and the wider population  (Clark and 
Watson 1991). Three items consistently loaded together as anxiety symptoms and two 
depression items consistently loaded together as depression symptoms across many 
studies of the EPDS (Astbury et al. 1994; Brouwers et al. 2001; Kabir et al., 2008; 
Matthey, 2008; Phillips et al. 2009; and Tuohy & McVey 2008). These items were 
consistent with the scales from which they were developed. The items “I have been 
anxious and worried for no good reason” and “I have felt scared or panicky for no good 
reason” were derived from the anxiety scale of the HADS. The third anxiety item was, “I 
have blamed my self unnecessarily when things have gone wrong.”  The GAD-7 and 
PDSS have similar items in their scales. The first two items “I have been able to laugh 
and see the funny side of things” and “I have looked forward with enjoyment to things” 
were derived from the depression factor of the HADS. The Postpartum Depression 
Screening Scale (PDSS) has similar items (Beck & Gable, 2000).  
 A two-factor correlated model with nine items was an improvement over the 
original one-factor model suggested by Cox et al. (1987). The reliability of the nine-item 
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model improved slightly compared to the 10-item model. The Cronbach’s alpha of the 
nine-item scale was α = .895 and the ten-item scale was α = .882.  
 Finally, since a correlated model was identified this indicated that the two factors 
may be part of a higher order model (Bentler, 2004). In this study, constraining the 
second order factor and allowing the two first order factors to be estimated was done to 
identify the higher order factor.  Theoretically the higher order factor could be negative 
emotionality but further research is needed to determine this. The higher order model is 
not practically relevant to this study but rather conceptually relevant for future scale 
development. If further research were done with additional items the second-order factor 
model would be more parsimonious than a group–factor model (Rindskopf & Rose, 
1988).   
 The construct of suicide ideation is important in the context of postpartum 
depression but was not adequately measured with one item in this sample. The mean 
score of item 10 (The thought of harming myself has occurred to me) was .26 (SD .62).  
This is consistent with other postpartum studies. Swalm et al., (2010) reported that 3% of 
the 3,853 participants reported thoughts of harming themselves. Chiu et al. (2017) 
reported that item ten was rarely endorsed, .8% reported that they quite often thought of 
self-harm, in their sample of 515 postpartum mothers.   
Hypothesis 2. Family Support Scale 
 An important finding of this research was that many of the mothers reported very 
little social support. By computing a total score using the original18-item scale the mean 
of total score of family social support in the current sample was 26 with a standard 
deviation of 11. In comparison, the Dunst et al. (1994) sample of the 224 families had a 
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total mean score of 48.42 with a standard deviation of 10.73.  Six of the items from the 
original 18-item scale had means lower than two out of a range one to five. If the 
researcher includes a source of support in a measure that is not available to the majority 
of parents this is useful information to practitioners. It can be an indication that the 
researchers assumptions do not fit with the population or that the sample being measured 
does not reflect the population. Furthermore, the creators of the scale measured social 
support that was “NA” not available, and “1” available but not helpful but did not 
indicate how to code this support. If mother’s spouse or parents are not available then 
they are likely to seek support from someone else. This is very different from a spouse or 
parent that is available but not helpful. This suggests a relationship that is not functioning 
well and may cause stress for mother (McVey & Tuohy, 2007).  
 The family support scale was designed to be used with parents of children with 
disabilities. Mothers with postpartum depression may have different sources of social 
support or be lacking in social support. The Dunst et al. (1994) study used a sample of 
parents of a child with a disability. Kondrat et al. (2014) measured the social support 
available to kinship caregivers of foster children. Many of these caregivers had adult 
children, and a social support network from previous parenting. The item “Early 
Intervention” is only available to families of children who have a disability. School can 
only be a source of support if an older child is a student. Daycare is only a source of 
support if the target child or an older child is attending.  Mothers did not indicate if they 
had a child in daycare but 82.5% of the mothers were not working at the initial survey 
and 52% had only one child. One can assume that many of these families did not have a 
relationship with a daycare or school at the initial survey.  
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 The Dunst et al., (1994) and Kondrat et al., (2014) factor analysis models were 
not replicable in the current sample. Differences in the factor analyses may be attributed 
to the sample differences and the need for further refinement of the scale. This scale is 
based on the Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model (1979), which posits that development is 
influenced by one’s interaction with social networks. The social networks exist in the 
microsystem, which is the environment (i.e. school, workplace, home, neighborhood, 
peer group) where the individual interacts with others on an everyday basis. In the current 
analyses the subscales grouped together based on the primary point person for the social 
support (i.e. connections who resulted from the spouse or partner and connections who 
resulted from the mother). For example co-workers and my friends fell into the subscale 
of “my family support” and my spouse’s friends fell into the subscale of “my 
spouse/partner support.” This makes it hard to determine if an intervention at the 
community level is more effective than an intervention at the family level or vice versa.   
 Hypothesis 3.  The current study did find more mothers at risk for anxiety when 
using the three-item anxiety scale who were not identified when using the 10-item scale. 
In a previous study, Kabir et al., (2008) examined using the three-item anxiety scale as a 
quick screening rather than using all ten items. There was a 28% increase of mothers at 
risk for PPD (270, 73%) when using only the three-item anxiety scale. This indicated that 
there were 89 mothers who had high anxiety symptoms who were not detected as being at 
risk when using the ten-item EPDS (181, 49%).   
 Hypothesis 4a. Consistent with previous research, by Robertson (2004) the 
demographic variables of income, education, ethnicity, age of mother and martial status 
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were not significantly different between mothers with low depression scores on the EPDS 
and mothers with high depression scores.  
 Contrary to the hypothesis, higher scores on the three-item anxiety scale did not 
differentiate mothers with risk factor of mental health history and pregnancy health 
problems related to anxiety and postpartum depression. The ten-item, nine-item, and six-
item scales all discriminated between mothers with previous mental health complications 
better than the three-item scale. The six-item cutoff split the groups in such a way that 
almost all risk factors reached significance. The risk factor of mental health history was 
significant and pregnancy health complications just approached significance in the six-
item scale at p = .051.  Pregnancy and delivery complications may be more related to 
short-term stress but not PPD. This is consistent with research by Mundorf, et al., (2018) 
who found that EPDS scores of mothers with pregnancy and delivery complications 
lowered from six weeks postpartum to six months postpartum.  
 Hypothesis 4b. Family Social support has been linked to postpartum depression 
and anxiety and was partially supported in this study. The MANOVAs using the cutoffs 
for the 10-item and nine-item scale were not significant. When the cutoffs for three-item 
scale and six-item scale were used to create two independent variables, one of high 
anxiety and low anxiety and the other of high depression and low depression significant 
differences were found using MANOVA procedures for the depression scale but not the 
anxiety. The effect sizes were small, the η2 of .020 for My family support and η2 of .023 
for Spouse/Partner Support. Pairwise comparisons showed that mothers with high anxiety 
and low depression had greater levels of My family support and Spouse Support in 
comparison to mothers with both high anxiety and high depression.  This is partially 
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consistent with research by Hopkins and Campbell (2008). They found that mother’s 
perception of spousal support, but not family support, was lower in women with 
depression (Hopkins & Campbell, 2008).  Asselman et al., (2016) also found that mothers 
with comorbid anxiety and depression had lower levels of social support than mothers 
with anxiety only. In contrast to the current study, mothers with depression only had the 
highest levels of social support Asselman et al., (2016). Bowlby theorized that 
individuals with anxious attachment might have interaction patterns characterized as 
excessive reassurance seeking and support seeking (Bowlby, 1982). This may explain the 
higher levels perceived support among mothers with anxiety.  
 Hypothesis 4c.  The demographic variables were not significantly associated with 
anxiety or depression in the sample but they were significantly associated with the 
dependent variable of family support. Education was included as a covariate to control 
for a possible confounding effect in the same series of MANOVAs done with the family 
support scale to further investigate this relationship.  The Box M procedure was 
significant when the analyses included education as a covariate. These results should be 
interpreted with caution.  
Hypothesis 4d.  The objective of this step was to compare the groups when controlling 
for mental health risk factors. Significant pairwise comparisons were found between the 
mothers with high anxiety and low depression and high anxiety high depression. Family 
support continued to be significantly different between the two groups when controlling 
for mothers’ mental health history. The differences in the spouse support factor were not 
significant when controlling for maternal mental health history but the professional help 
scale was significant.  
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Limitations 
 As this is a cross-sectional study, the analyses may suggest a relationship between 
the indicators and depression and anxiety but do not provide evidence for a causal 
relationship. The group of mothers with low anxiety but high depression was very small, 
only 10 and eight when including education as a covariate. This made for unequal group 
sizes, which are associated with violating the assumption of homogeneity of variance and 
an increase in Type I error (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996).  The factor analysis of the 
Family Support Scale did not produce similar factors to Dunst et al. (1994) or Kondrat et 
al. (2014) studies limiting interpretability of the measure across studies. Some of the 
subscales (My family (4 items), α = .609; Social Support (2 items), α = .602; and 
Professional Support (3 items), α = .632) had low Cronbach’s alpha scores indicating low 





 There were many strengths of this project. One was that the EPDS was used with 
its intended population, postpartum mothers in community settings.  The mothers in the 
sample varied in terms of income, education, age and ethnicity. The large sample of 
postpartum women allowed the data to be split and analyzed separately using EFA and 
CFA procedures. The presence of two factors in the EPDS supports prior research 
indicating that the measure is composed of two related constructs, depression and 
anxiety. The correlation indicates that they are part of a higher order construct that could 
be described as negative emotionality (Watson, Gamez & Simms, 2005).  
 The six-item scale was significantly associated with mental health history and 
family social support and approached significance for pregnancy health problems. Family 
support and spouse support show the most significant differences for mothers with 
depression as measured by the six-item scale. These results support the research of 
(Adouard et al., 2005; Brouwers et al., 2001; Grigoriadas et al., 2011; Guedeney & 
Fermanian, 1998; Jomeen & Martin, 2005; Phillips et al., 2009; Swalm et al., 2010).) and 
demonstrate the benefit of a two-factor model of depression and anxiety symptoms. The 
six-item scale was better indicator of risk factors related to depression and anxiety 
symptoms than the 10-item, nine-item and three-item scales.  
 There is very little evidence to support the anxiety factor as a meaningful way to 
differentiate the maternal risk factors available for study in this sample. Farr et al. (2014) 
and Giakoumaki et al. (2009) found that pregnancy complications were related to higher 
levels of anxiety but not depression. Falah-Hassani et al. (2016) found that problems with 
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breastfeeding were related to comorbid depression and anxiety. In this sample they 
occurred at similar levels for mothers at risk for depression or anxiety and those who had 
low EPDS scores.  
 The Kabir et al. (2008) study found that the three-item anxiety scale worked 
effectively as an ultra-brief screening tool to identify mothers at risk for anxiety and/or 
depression but this was not the case in the current study. There are many differences 
between the Kabir, et al. sample (2008) and this study that may explain why the three-
item anxiety scale was not a better identifier in the current sample. Mothers in the Kabir 
et al. study (2008) were between the ages of 14 and 26, moreover, 77% were less than 20 
years old. The majority was: unmarried (96.4%), first time mothers (61%) with less than 
a high school education 70.6%. Anxiety symptoms may be higher among adolescent and 
young mothers that are not consistent with the mothers in the current sample.  
Implications of research for mentoring programs of mothers at risk for anxiety or 
depression  
 Mothers in this study were enrolled in a mentoring program for mothers with 
postpartum depression. It is notable that when the EPDS is made into two factors with 
different cutoffs for anxiety and depression, 23% (89) mothers had neither anxiety nor 
depression, 33% (121) had high anxiety symptoms, 3% (10) had high depression 
symptoms, and 41% (151) had high anxiety and high depression symptoms.  Over 56% 
(210) of the sample did not have high depression symptoms at enrollment to the program.  
It may be that the 33% (121) mothers with high anxiety symptoms had transient anxiety 
that was related to pregnancy and the adjustment to parenting. It also may be that the 
mothers with high anxiety symptoms were referred from the postpartum day program for 
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mothers with depression. They may not have been depressed at enrollment to the program 
but were anxious about a reoccurring depressive episode. The perinatal period is one 
where mothers have multiple contacts with medical professionals, which would make it 
easy to measure anxiety and depression to determine if it is a transient problem or an 
ongoing concern (Schofield, Battle, Howard, and Ortiz-Hernandez 2014). Monitoring 
mother’s symptoms of postnatal anxiety is important because mothers with anxiety are 
less likely to seek help than women with postpartum depression (Woolhouse et al., 2009).  
This may be because there is more awareness of postpartum depression and the negative 
effects on mothers and children.  
 Mothers with high anxiety and low depression consistently had higher levels of 
perceived support than mothers with depression only or comorbid depression and anxiety. 
These mothers did not have the mental health, physical health or demographic risk factors 
that would indicate that their anxiety symptoms were a long-term problem. One 
explanation could be that mothers who were above the cutoff for anxiety but not 
depression were experiencing transient anxiety that was more related to the adjustment to 
parenting than an episode of an underlying condition of depression or anxiety. Another 
explanation might be that the attachment style of these mothers (Ikeda, Hayashi, & 
Kamibeppu 2014). Research by Ikeda et al. (2014) of postpartum women with depression 
found that mothers had attachment styles characterized by degree of security (marked, 
moderate, or mild) and their style of insecurity: Enmeshed or Fearful (Anxious) and 
Angry-Dismissive or Withdrawn (Avoidant).  Mothers with anxious attachment style 
may seek out support for assurance that they are parenting “correctly.”  Mothers with 
depression and anxiety may have attachment styles that are Angry-Dismissive or 
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Withdrawn Avoidant, which would explain why they might perceive their social support 
to be low. Attachment style would be useful to investigate to determine if it predicts 
differences in anxiety and depression. It would also be useful to determine if this changes 
over time. Social support appears to decrease over time mothers with comorbid anxiety 
and depression (Asselman et al., 2016).    
   
Implications for Family Social Support  
 The Family Support Scale differentiates sources of social support between family, 
spouse, social and professional support. Mothers in this sample had significantly low 
levels of support from community members and professionals. Social support provided in 
the home by a paraprofessional is theorized to be beneficial to new mothers for multiple 
reasons. It helps new mothers to utilize their existing support (spouse/partner and family) 
and build their support networks (friends, co-workers, other parents, professionals). The 
paraprofessional is also a source of support. Emotional support provided by the mentor 
may increase the mother’s feelings of self-efficacy and competence as a parent. 
Informational support about parenting, child development and maternal health helps the 
mother to better understand typical development and to recognize potential health and 
developmental concerns, which should reduce anxiety. Support provided by a mentor 
may be critical at this time period as other support may decline over time. Longitudinal 
studies show that perceptions of support availability declined from pregnancy to the 
postpartum period even though anxiety levels decreased from pregnancy to the 




 Future research of anxiety in the postpartum period could investigate other 
constructs that have been related to anxiety to improve the construct validity of the three-
item anxiety scale. For example, excessive reassurance-seeking behaviors are thought to 
be more related to anxiety than depression (Brockington et al., 2006). Other research has 
found that low perceived control is related to higher anxiety levels (Chorpita & Barlow, 
1998). For example displeasure or lack of control in the birth experience has been related 
to later anxiety symptoms (Shorten, Shorten, & Kennedy, 2014).  
 The Family Social support scale would benefit from further refinement. Parenting 
programs would benefit from knowing if encouraging families to increase their social 
networks in anticipation of becoming a parent is important. Or is it beneficial to improve 
one’s relationship with existing sources of support such as spouse and family members.  
It would be useful to know if types of support (e.g. instrumental, emotional, or 
informational) were related to depression and anxiety differently in the postpartum 
period. Other social support measures only addressed friend and family support (Surkan 
et al. 2006). Support from different family members, spouse/partner versus own parents, 
may have different benefits for mothers. Informational support from one’s own parents 
may have more impact because one’s own parents may be perceived as having more 
expertise than one’s spouse (Haslam, Pakenham & Smith 2006). 
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Table 1.  










Statistic SE Statistic SE 
Age of Mother 15 - 46 29.89 6.28 .033 .125 -.729 .24 
Age of baby in days 0 - 359 89 77.80 1.63 .125 2.10 .24 
Pregnancy/Delivery 
complications 
0 - 3 .72 .83 .845 .125 -.211 .25 
Mental Health 
history 
0 – 2 .84 .83 .305 .125 -1.48 .25 
 Frequency Percent 
Income   
Less than 10,000 70 19 
$10,000-24,999 63 17 
$25,000-49,999 88 24 
$50,000-74,999 56 15 
$75,000-99,999 43 12 
$100,000 or more 27 7 
Missing data 24 6 
Marital Status   
Single 114 31 
Married 193 52 
Committed relationship 54 14 
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Missing 10 3 
Race/Ethnicity   
White 243 65 
Black 32 9 
Hispanic/Latina 40 11 
Asian 19 5 
Other 25 7 
Missing 12 3 
Education   
Less than high school graduate 34 9 
High school graduate or GED 87 24 
Some College 106 28 
College Degree 80 22 
Master’s+ 54 14 
Missing 10 3 
N = 371. 
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Table 2.  










Statistic SE Statistic SE 
EPDS_1 0 - 3 .80 .77 .75 .12 .12 .25 
EPDS_2 0 - 3 .98 .80 .48 .12 -.28 .25 
EPDS_3 0 - 3 1.6 .97 -.39 .12 -.81 .25 
EPDS_4 0 - 3 1.8 .92 -.63 .12 -.33 .25 
EPDS_5 0 - 3 1.4 1.01 -.04 .12 -1.14 .25 
EPDS_6 0 - 3 1.6 .75 -.36 .12 -.13 .25 
EPDS_7 0 - 3 1.1 1.04 .40 .12 -1.12 .25 
EPDS_8 0 - 3 1.4 .88 .13 .12 -.67 .25 
EPDS_9 0 - 3 1.2 .88 .34 .12 -.57 .25 
EPDS_10 0 - 3 .22 .56 2.73 .12 7.16 .25 
EPDS_Total 0-30 12 6 .02 .12 -.67 .25 
N = 371.   
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Table 3.  










1. I have been able to laugh and see the 
funny side of things .838 .095 
 
.534 
 2. I have looked forward with 
enjoyment to things .831 .127 
 
.554 
3. I have blamed my self unnecessarily 
when things have gone wrong .282 .700 
 
.413 
4. I have been anxious and worried for 
no good reason .146 .822 
 
.366 
5. I have felt scared or panicky for no 
good reason .260 .807 
 
.473 
6. Things have been too much for me .623 .397 .543 
7. I have been so unhappy that I have 
had difficulty sleeping .674 .321 
 
.537 
8. I have felt sad or miserable .742 .450 .747 
9. I have been so unhappy that I have 
been crying .754 .350 
 
.664 
    
Note: Varimax Rotation. Sample 1 = 143. 
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Figure 1.   
Hypothesized correlated two-factor model. 
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Figure 2. 
Hypothesized second-order factor model. 
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Figure 3.  
Correlated two-factor model with standardized parameter estimates.  
 
Sample 2 = 240. 
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Table 4.  
Goodness of fit statistics for four alternative measurement models of the EPDS assessed. 
Model χ2 df CFI GFI RMSE
A 
[90% CI] SRMR AIC 




.154 .134-.175 .077 134.61 




.142 .121-.162 .253 108.96 













.075 .051-.099 .049 10.72 
Note. N = 240; χ2 = chi square; * p < .001; df = degrees of freedom; CFI = 
comparative fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; CI = 
confidence interval; SRMR = standardized root mean-square residuals; AIC =  
Akaike’s Information Criterion; 
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Figure 4.  
Second-order model with standardized parameter estimates. 
 
Sample 2 = 240.  
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Table 5. 










Statistic SE Statistic SE 
FSS_1 1 - 5 2.6 1.5 .41 .13 -1.35 .25 
FSS_2 1 - 5 2.3 1.4 .75 .13 -.86 .25 
FSS_3 1 - 5 2.1 1.3 .85 .13 -.41 .25 
FSS_4 1 - 5 1.8 1.2 1.4 .13 -.72 .25 
FSS_5 1 - 5 3.2 1.6 -.24 .13 -1.46 .25 
FSS_6 1 - 5 2.4 1.2 .49 .13 -.82 .25 
FSS_7 1 - 5 1.5 .94 1.98 .13 3.39 .25 
FSS_8 1 -5 1.8 1.3 1.5 .13 .72 .25 
FSS_9 1 - 5 1.5 .96 2.19 .13 4.21 .25 
FSS_10 1 - 5 1.4 .88 2.55 .13 6.05 .25 
FSS_11 1 - 5 1.3 .87 2.67 .13 6.43 .25 
FSS_12 1 - 5 1.2 .64 3.64 .13 13.62 .25 
FSS_13 1 – 5 1.4 .90 2.7 .13 6.70 .25 
FSS_14 1 - 5 2.8 1.2 0.11 .13 -1.23 .25 
FSS_15 1 – 5 1.44 1.07 2.33 .13 4.11 .25 
FSS_16 1 – 5 1.31 .933 3.13 .13 8.73 .25 
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FSS_17 1 - 5 2.6 1.6 .31 .13 -1.5 .25 
FSS_18 1 - 5 2.2 1.5 .77 .13 -.96 .25 
FSS_Total 18 – 90 35 8.8 .73 .13 .33 .25 




Factor Loadings for Principal Components Analysis with Varimax Rotation of four-
factor correlated FSS.  
  
Item 
1 2 3 4 Communalities 
1. My spouse or partner’s parents .796 .164 .038 -.113 .675 
2. My spouse or partner’s 
relatives .789 .208 .141 -.098 
 
.695 
3. My spouse or partner .669 -.089 .024 .209 .500 
4. My spouse or partner’s friends  .648 .252 -.044 .156 .510 
5. My parents .102 .725 .045 -.152 .561 
6. My relatives other than parents .165 .734 .042 -.168 .596 
7. My friends .106 .614 .072 .323 .498 
8.  Co-workers .070 .536 .063 .219 .344 
9. Parent groups -.030 .051 .120 .805 .666 
10. Social groups .119 .019 .033 .789 .638 
11.  My family or child’s 
physician .171 .371 .508 .134 
 
.442 
12. Professional helpers .014 .038 .830 .089 .689 
13. Professional agencies .007 .003 .849 .007 .720 
Note. Rotation Method: Varimax. 
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Figure 5. 
Hypothesized correlated model of Family Social Support. 
  
FSS1- My spouse or partner’s parents
FSS2- My spouse or partner’s relatives
FSS11- My family or child’s physician
FSS12- Professional Helpers
FSS13- Professional Agencies
FSS3- My spouse or partner































































Family Social Support Correlated model with standardized parameter estimates.  
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Table 7.  
Descriptive statistics for Family Support Scale items. 
Char. M SD Skewness Kurtosis  
   Statistic Statistic  
FSS_1 2.25 1.44 0.75 -0.86  
FSS_2 1.79 1.19 1.39 0.72  
FSS_3 3.21 1.56 -0.24 -1.46  
FSS_4 1.51 .937 1.98 3.39  
FSS_5 2.63 1.53 0.41 -1.35  
FSS_6 2.14 1.27 0.86 -0.41  
FSS_7 2.40 1.23 0.49 -0.82  
FSS_8 1.4 .89 2.55 6.05  
FSS_9 1.35 .87 2.68 6.05  
FSS_10 1.20 0.64 3.64 13.62  
FSS_11 2.81 1.38 0.11 -1.23  
FSS_12 2.58 1.56 0.31 -1.49  




Table 8.  
Descriptive statistics for Family Support Scale factors.  
     Skewness Kurtosis 
 Min. Max. M SD Statistic Statistic 
FSS_Total 13 56 27.50 7.80 0.699 0.156 
FSS Spouse 4 20 8.76 3.81 0.673 -0.075 
FSS_My family 4 20 8.56 3.40 0.755 0.078 
FSS_Social 2 10 2.55 1.29 2.830 8.440 




























   
3 FSS Professional    0.244** 0.161**   
4 FSS Social 0.099 0.093 0.182**  
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 10.  











10-item scale 181 (49%) 190 (51%) 0-12 13-30 
9-item scale 176 (48%) 195 (52%) 0 -12 13 -30 
9-item scale 203 (55%) 168 (45%) 0 – 11  12 - 27 
3-item Anxiety scale 272 (73%) 99 (27%) 0 - 3  4 - 9 





Chi-square tests of health histories 10-item EPDS.  
 ≤ 12 ≥ 13 Total χ 2 Phi 
 % (N) % (N) % (N)   
No MHH 27 (99) 17 (63) 44 (162)    
MHH (1) 14 (53) 14 (53) 28 (106)   
MHH (2+) 10 (38) 18 (65) 28 (103)   
    14.87** .200** 
      
Postpartum Health 
Complications 
     
0 24 (89) 25 (93) 49 (182)   
1 17 (62) 16 (58) 32 (120)   
2 10 (39) 8 (30) 19 (69)   
    1.18 .056 




Chi-square tests of health histories 9-item EPDS.  
 ≤ 11 ≥ 12 Total χ 2 Phi 
 % (N) % (N) % (N)   
No MHH 25 (92) 19 (70) 19 (162)   
MHH (1) 12 (44) 17 (62) 17 (106)   
MHH (2+) 8 (32) 19 (71) 28 (103)   
    17.67*** .218*** 
      
Postpartum Health 
Complications 
     
0 21 (77) 28 (105) 49 (182)   
1 14 (53) 18 (67) 32 (120)   
2 10 (38) 8 (31) 19 (69)   
    3.38 .095 








Chi-square tests of health histories Three-item EPDS. 
*p < .031  
 ≤  3 ≥ 4 Total χ2 Phi 
 % (N) % (N) % (N)   
 No MHH 15 (54) 29 (108) 19 (162)   
MHH (1) 7 (25) 22 (81) 17 (106)   
MHH (2+) 5 (20) 22 (83) 28 (103)   
    6.96* .137* 
      
Postpartum Health 
Complications 
     
0 14 (52) 35 (130) 49 (182) 1.05 .053 
1 8 (28) 25 (92) 32 (120)   
2 5 (19) 14 (50) 19 (69)   
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Table 14. 
Chi-square tests of health histories six-item EPDS. 
 ≤  7 ≥ 8 Total χ 2 Phi 
 % (N) % (N) % (N)   
No MHH 29 (107) 15 (55) 19 (162)   
MHH (1) 16 (58) 13 (48) 17 (106)   
MHH (2+) 12 (45) 16 (58) 28 (103)   
    13.03** .187** 
      
Postpartum Health 
Complications 
     
0 25 (96) 23 (86) 49 (182)   
1 18 (66) 15 (54) 32 (120)   
2 13 (48) 6 (21) 19 (69)   
    5.95* .127* 
** p  < .001.  * p = .051. 
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Table 15.  













































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.  
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